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STX Sports Ball Heat Press
Adjustable ball cradle allows pressing on 
youth league to professional size sports 
balls. Digital time, temperature and 
pressure display for accurate consistent
printing. Max print area 1.5 x 4” (3.8 x 10cm)
$2,100

Dual Air Fusion (with laser alignment system)
Dual platens help increase efficiency by allowing threading and layout on 
one plate while the other is being pressed. Operates in full-auto, semi-auto, 
or manual modes. Features digital time, temperature and pressure display. 
Up to 120 PSI for heavy-pressure application. Also great for DTG printing
set one station for pre-treatment, the other for post-curing.
16 x 20” $13,950
(40 x 50cm)

Maxx Clam
This affordable, easy-to-use heat press is perfect for start ups or 
home based businesses. It’s also an excellent choice as a second 
heat press. Digital time and temperature display with manual pressure.
11 x 15” $1,350 15 x 15” $1,650 16 x 20” $1,950
(28 x 38cm)  (38 x 38cm)  (40 x 50cm)

STX Auto Clam
The Auto Clam opens automatically when time is up, preventing 
over application and scorching. Digital time, temperature and 
pressure display for accurate consistent printing. Over-the-
Centre pressure adjustment for even edge to edge heat & pressure.
11 x 15” $2,050 16 x 16” $2,750 16 x 20” $3,400
(28 x 38cm)  (40 x 40cm)  (40 x 50cm)

STX Auto Cap
Patented magnetic auto-open 
feature prevents over-application. 
Decorate headwear of all 
shapes, styles and sizes with 
various optional platens.
3.5 x 6” $1,750
(9 x 15cm)

Fusion IQ
Functioning as either a swing away or draw press, the Fusion 
IQ offers a heat free workplace, touch screen settings and digital 
time, temperature and pressure display with a manual open.
16 x 20” $4,450
(40 x 50cm)

Air Fusion IQ
Perfect for high volume shops, specialty decorators and 
DTG printing. Auto-Adjust Pressure™ automatically adjusts 
to the thickness of the item being printed. Auto open, auto 
swing design, with a foot pedal helps reduce fatigue.
Table Top 16 x 20” $6,950 Pedestal 16 x 20” $7,450
(40 x 50cm)    (40 x 50cm)
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HOTRONIX Warranty
Heating Element - Lifetime
Framework - 5 years
Circuit Board - 2 years
Parts & Labor - 1 year

THE MAXX Warranty
Heating Element - Lifetime
Parts & Labor - 1 year

*Prices exclude GST. Pricing, specifications and availability subject to change without notice.
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Lower Platens
Heat print most sizes and shapes. Optional heat press platens
are a must for any business using a heat press. Available for all 
Hotronix® heat presses, these interchangeable platens solve the 
problem of heat printing on awkward garments and bags, 
such as those with zippers, buttons, etc.

Set of 3 lower platens
8 x 10”, 6 x 10“, 7” Round 
4 x 4“ (10 x 10cm)
6 x 6” (15 x 15cm)
6 x 10” (15 x 25cm)
6 x 20” (15 x 50cm)
8 x 10“ (20 x 25cm)
11 x 15” (28 x 38 cm)  
7” Round (18cm)
Baby Cap Platen 21/2 x 3”
Shoe Platen
Can Cooler 8 Up (40 x 50cm)

$750

$250
$275
$275
$475
$275
$375
$275
$150
$475
$475

Counter Caddie Stand
Take advantage of the power and efficiency 
of ThreadabilityTM with the CounterCaddie® 
Stand. Use with your Hotronix® Auto Open
or MAXX® Clam to maximize heat printing 
productivity.
$450

Heat Press Caddie Shelves
Designed to attach to your Hotronix®
Heat Press CaddieTM or Air Fusion IQ®
pedestal stand, these adjustable shelves keep
your heat transfer products within reach. Trays 
can be rotated in either landscape or portrait
position.
$325

Caddie Stand
The Heat Press CaddieTM is an
adjustable stand that converts any
Hotronix® Auto Open or MAXX® Clam
into a fully threadable heat press.
$800
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Can Cooler Platen

Shoe Platen

Lower Platen Set

Heated Power Platens
Reduce the risk of scorching on heat-sensitive fabrics 
with the power platens that heats garments from 
below, reducing the need for high heat from the upper
platen. Controller is interchangeable with all 4 sizes of 
Power Platens (controller sold seperately).
Compatible with 16" x 20" Hotronix® Auto Clam, MAXX® Clam, 
and Air Fusion IQ™ heat presses.

$3,500

$450
$650
$850

$1,050
$1,450Power Platen Family

Power Platen Family
Incudes Controller and 4 Platens
Power Platten Controller
6 x 6” (15 x 15cm)
6 x 20” (15 x 50cm)
11 x 15” (28 x 38cm) 
16 x 20" (40 x 50cm)  



Base Plates & Accessories
Interchangeable platens solve the problem of pressing on 
awkward garments and bags, and avoid obstructions 
such as zippers, buttons and collars.

$170
$190
$345
$480
$850

$1,100

13 x 13cm
15 x 15cm
10 x 38cm
28 x 38cm
Single Cap Accessory
Double Cap Accessory

TMH-17D
Double cap manual heat press with a curved top and
bottom plate ensures even transfer application on caps. 
Increase efficiency with the dual base plates, alllows for 
loading one cap while the other is pressing. Electronic 
time and temperature display.  
$1,950

TS-3M
For the business start-up, office or sports club. Manual 
heat press with swing away top plate. The top plate is 
not fixed to ensure even pressure between the top 
and bottom plate. Electric time and temperature 
with an interchangeable bottom plate.
Compatible with single cap accessory.
40 x 50cm $2,950

TS-5M
Manual double plate press with swing away to plate. The top 
plate is not fixed to ensure even pressure between the top and 
bottom plate. Dual base plates, alllows for easy loading of one 
side while the other is pressing. Electric time and temperature 
with an interchageable bottom plate.
Compatible with the double cap accessory.
40 x 50cm $4,250 

TS-5PA (Pneumatic Press)
In the hands of an experienced heat presser, this machine is capable of
over 1600 presses a day. Double plate pneumatic (automatic) heat press
with lateral movement of top plate by footpedal and equipped with hand
safety feature. Touch screen display with electric time and temperature, 
also compatible with interchangeable bottom plates.
40 x 50cm $8,990
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*Prices exclude GST. Pricing, specifications and availability subject to change without notice.



Manual Laminator (cold roll)
Laminate a sheet of transfers in seconds, no more time consuimg 
squeegee application. Wrinkles and bubbles are a thing of the past 
with the cold lamination machine. 
100cm Width Roller $575

Teflon
Reusable non-stick 40 x 50cm cover sheets offer a smooth, 
semi-gloss finish on graphics and help avoid any residue melting
on to the plates. Also availablie by the metre for covering base
plates, making threading garments a breeze.
40 x 50cm $38.50        $135 per sqm

Flexible Application Pad 
This thin silicon rubber pad can be used in place of a cover sheet 
when applying transfers to nylon/heat sensitive fabrics. Increase 
dwell time when using pad; heat will take a little bit longer to
get to your transfer. 
45 x 55cm $90        45 x 50cm (with velcro) $130 

Release Paper
Use these silicone-coated cover sheets to protect your heat
press while leaving a matte finish on designs. Also an excellent,
more durable alternative to parchment paper for DTG 
pre-treatment and curing.  
40 x 50cm (5 pk) $10

Weeding Tool (pen knife)
Tool  $10. Refill blades (5 pk) $10

Weeding Pick
$29 (no refill required)

Hotronix Laser Alignment System
Increase efficiency when decorating apparel. Use the 
4 lasers to show exactly where the logo or design needs 
to be placed. Turn on the lasers, place the wizard on the 
lower platen and manually adjust the lasers to match the lines. 
Perfect placement every time. 
$650

Silicon Pads
Use silicon pads to raise and focus pressure on to the area the
transfer is being applied to and avoid obstructions, such as zippers, 
pockets and seams, that may melt or cause uneven pressure.
5 Pad Pack $135        30 x 40cm Pad $135         
(Pack: 10 x 12cm, 12 x 12cm, 18 x 18cm, 22 x 6cm, 40 x 12cm)
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CG-SRIII Series
CG-SR III range of cutting plotters features a 60cm wide desktop 
model up to a 137cm wide professional production unit. All with 
the capability to cut to a wider range of substrates and applications
at higher speeds that ever before.
600mm $1,795     1370mm $3,495  

CG-FXIII Series
CG-FXIII range features 75 cm wide desktop models up to 160cm 
wide professional production models providing a practical and cost
effective solution for every sign and graphics need. 
760mm $4,995     1300mm $5,995      1600mm $6,995
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CJV300 Series
With 2 staggered on-demand piezo heads, Mimaki’s latest integrated
printer/cutter delivers new levels of creativity with versatile and 
vibrant inktypes, including garment printing new signmakers, 
display graphics and printshops.
1300mm $25,495     1600mm $26,995 
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JV150 Series
JV150 Series printer from Mimaki provides high performance, creativity and versatility with 
vibrant ink types, including new Orange and Light Black, in a cost effective package for
signmakers, display graphics professionals and printshops. Printing speeds up to 56.2m2 per hour.
1300mm $16,995     1600mm $17,995
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JV300 Series 
With the unrivalled versatility of multiple ink types, the JV300 delivers stunning photo 
quality prints at class leading speeds and provides the ultimate wide format solution for 
graphics professionals, sportswear and fashion manufacturers, print shops and more.
1300mm $17,995     1600mm $18,995

CJV150 Series
CJV150 Series integrated printer/cutter from Mimaki provides high
performance, creativity and versatility with vibrant ink types, including
new Silver, Orange and Light Black, in a cost effective package for
signmakers, display graphics professionals and printshops.
750mm $12,995    1300mm $16,995     1600mm $18,995 
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*Prices exclude GST. Pricing, specifications and availability subject to change without notice.
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FLEX CLASSIC (Formerly Cut PU)
Easy to weed vinyl available in 55+ colours. Layer the vinyl
to create multi coloured designs. Detail as fine as 5mm text. 
Applies to cotton, polyester and blended fabrics.

1 - 14m
15 - 25m
0.5 x 25m

$17.00 /m
$15.30 /m
$340 /roll

FLEX CLASSIC METALLIC (Formerly Cut PU Metallic)
Metaillc colours with a matte finish. Availablie in Gold, Silver, 
Graphite, Black, Bronze, Copper Gold, Rame and Pink. 
Applies to cotton, polyester and blended fabrics.

1 - 14m
15 - 25m
0.5 x 25m

$20.00 /m
$18.00 /m
$400 /roll

FLEX CLASSIC FLURO (Formerly Cut PU Neon)
Flex Classic vinyl with a neon coating. Availablie in Blue, 
Orange, Pink, Green, Violet and Yellow.
Applies to cotton, polyester and blended fabrics.

1 - 14m
15 - 25m
0.5 x 25m

$20.00 /m
$18.00 /m
$400 /roll

FLEX CLASSIC GLITTER (Formerly Cut PU Glitter)
Flex Classic vinyl with a glitter finish.
Availablie in White, Black, Red, Blue, Purple, Pink, Gold, Silver, 
Neon Orange, and Neon Yellow. Applies to cotton, polyester
and blended fabrics.

1 - 14m
15 - 25m
0.5 x 25m

$20.00 /m
$18.00 /m
$400 /roll

FLEX CLASSIC GLOSSY (Formerly Cut PU Gloss)
Flex Classic vinyl with a gloss coating.
Availablie in Black, Red and White. Applies to cotton,
polyester and blended fabrics.

1 - 14m
15 - 25m
0.5 x 25m

$20.00 /m
$18.00 /m
$400 /roll

MIRROR SOFT (Formerly Cut Mirror Soft)
Thin and stretchy with a foil finish. Perfect for gym/streetwear. 
Available in Gold, Silver, Aqua, Green, Red, Leopard, Camo,
Holographic and Rainbow.
Applies to cotton, polyester and blended fabrics.

1 - 14m
15 - 25m
0.5 x 25m

$20.00 /m
$18.00 /m
$400 /roll

FLEX MIRROR (Formerly Cut Mirror)
Foil vinyl with a polished mirror finish. Available in Gold and 
Silver. Applies to cotton, polyester and blended fabrics.

1 - 14m
15 - 25m
0.5 x 25m

$20.00 /m
$18.00 /m
$400 /roll

 

 

Cut Vinyl

FLEX CLASSIC SUBLISTOP (Formerly Cut Subblock)
Exclusive anti-migration layer prevents all discolouraton and 
transparency issues. Available in White, Red, Orange, Golden 
Yellow, Medium Yellow and Lemon Yellow.
Applies to polyester, cotton and blended fabrics.

1 - 14m
15 - 25m
0.5 x 25m

$18.00 /m
$16.20 /m
$360 /roll

CUT REFLECTIVE
Perfect for high-vis workwear, sportswear. Available in Silver, 
Black, White, Red and Blue Applies to cotton, polyester, 
lycra/spandex and blended fabrics. 

1 - 14m
15 - 25m
0.5 x 25m

$30.00 /m
$27.00 /m
$600 /roll

CUT FLOCK
Flock film that has a soft velvet finish. Available in 12 colours. 
Applies to cotton, polyester and blended fabrics. 

1 - 9m
0.5 x 10m

$36.00 /m
$288 /roll

FLEX NYLON (Formerly Cut Nylon)
Use on heat sensitive and DWR treated products, such as rain 
jackets and umbrellas. Available in White and Black. Applies to 
cotton, polyester lycra/spandex and nylon.

1 - 14m
15 - 25m
0.5 x 25m

$18.00 /m
$16.20 /m
$360 /roll

FLEX LINEA (Formerly Cut Sports)
Static backing allows for weeding sheets of numbers in just 
seconds. Available in White, Black, Golden Yellow, Navy Blue
and Red. Applies to cotton, polyester lycra/spandex and nylon.

1 - 14m
15 - 25m
0.5 x 25m

$17.00 /m
$15.30 /m
$340 /roll

FLEX LINEA SUBLISTOP (Formerly Cut Sports Subblock)
Static backing vinyl with anti-migration layer, easy weed
transfers that won’t discolour. 

1 - 14m
15 - 25m
0.5 x 25m

$18.00 /m
$16.20 /m
$360 /roll

FLEX LUMINOUS (Formerly CUT G.I.T.D)
Create transfers that glow in the dark. Applies to cotton, 
polyester and blended fabrics.

1 - 14m
15 - 25m
0.5 x 25m

$20.00 /m
$18.00 /m
$400 /roll

Flex Classic will outwash any
digital printed vinyl. How? 
The colour is built into the vinyl, 
no more faded transfers.

FLEX SOFT SHELL
The solution to both colour migration issues and the difficulty 
when applying transfers to technical polyester dyed fabrics 
including soft shell and rainwear.

1 - 14m
15 - 24m
0.5 x 25m

$26.50 /m
$23.85 /m
$530 /roll

FLEX GEL 3D
750-micron vinyl that gives you a soft three-dimensional effect. 
Available in 15 colours including metallic and fluorescent.

1 - 14m
15 - 20m
0.5 x 20m

$30.00 /m
$27.00 /m
$480 /roll

FLEX PAILLETTES (Formerly Cut Holographic)
Give your designs a holographic finish, contains a crystal 
iridescent layer. Available in Rainbow, Gold and Silver. 
Applies to cotton, polyester and blended fabrics.

1 - 14m
15 - 25m
0.5 x 25m

$20.00 /m
$18.00 /m
$400 /roll

*Prices exclude GST. Pricing, specifications and availability subject to change without notice.
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DIGITAL INVITE LIGHT (Formerly Print Light)
The Printer’s Choice - Speed up production with the easiest 
HTV to weed. Create full colour transfers with detail as fine 
as 5mm text. Applies to cotton, polyester and blended fabrics.

0.5 x 5m
0.5 x 25m
0.75 x 25m

$85
$340
$510

DIGITAL SUBLISTOP (Formerly Print Subblock)
Superior Blockout -  Exclusive anti-migration layer prevents all 
discolouraton and transparency issues when printing onto 
sublimated or heavily dyed polyester. Applies to polyester, 
cotton and blended fabrics.

0.5 x 5m
0.5 x 25m
0.75 x 25m

$95
$385
$550

DIGITAL EXTRA WHITE (Formerly Print Stretch)
Versatility Plus - A thin and stretchy vinyl that moves with the 
garment while retaining their shape. Applies to nylon, cotton, 
polyester, lycra/spandex, waterproof and treated fabrics. 

0.5 x 5m
0.5 x 25m
0.75 x 25m

$90
$350
$520

DIGITAL EXTRA CLEAR (Formerly Print Clear)
Invisible Contours - Transparent film used to create borderless 
transfers that are easy to weed. Print in mirror, no app tape
required. Applies to cotton, polyester lycra/spandex and nylon.

0.5 x 5m
0.5 x 25m
0.75 x 25m

$80
$315
$475

PRINT LOW TEMP
Sensitivity Plus - Application temperature of 110°C, perfect for
garments that can’t handle the heat. Applies to nylon, cotton, 
polyester, lycra/spandex, waterproof and treated fabrics.

0.5 x 5m
0.5 x 25m

$110
$425

DIGITAL INVITE LIGHT GLITTER SILVER
Glimmer Print - Gives transfers a metallic finish that makes 
colours pop. Weeds like Digital Invite Light looks like... 
AMAZING! Applies to cotton, polyester and blended fabrics.

0.5 x 5m
0.5 x 25m

$110
$425

DIGITAL REFLEX (Formerly Print Reflective)
Performance Plus - High visibility workwear, sport and 
activewear. Print reflective transfers that are seen, safe and 
front of mind. Applies to cotton, polyester and blended fabrics.

0.5 x 5m
0.5 x 25m

$130
$520

DIGITAL EXTRA LIGHT NIGHT (Formerly Print G.I.T.D)
Light Nights - Vibrant colours by day, a phosphorus glow by 
night. Bring back the nostalgia of old school glow in the dark!
Applies to cotton, polyester lycra/spandex and nylon.

0.5 x 5m
0.5 x 25m

$95
$385

 

 

Application Tape

APP TAPE CLEAR 0.5 x 25m
0.75 x 25m

$95
$140Designed for fine detail transfers when using Digital Invite Light.  

Adhesion: 2N/5cm Thickness 100 microns 

APP TAPE BLUE 0.5 x 25m
0.75 x 25m

$95
$140Low adhesion app tape that is compatibe with Digital Sublistop.

Adhesion: 1.8N/5cm Thickness 100 microns 

APP TAPE YELLOW
0.5 x 25m
0.75 x 25m

$95
$140

Your go to app tape for most products including Digital Invite
Light, Digital Sublistop, Digital Extra products and Tattoo Nylon.
Adhesion: 2.3N/5cm Thickness 130 microns
   

APP TAPE RED 0.5 x 25m
0.75 x 25m

$95
$140Stickiest app tape. Ideal for flock products and Digital Reflex. 

Adhesion: 2.6N/5cm Thickness 100 microns 

APP TAPE FLEX 0.5 x 50m
0.75 x 25m

$190
$145Designed for Print Low Temp, also compatible with Digital 

Invite Light Adhesion: 1.3N/cm Thickness 100 microns 

Printable Vinyl

DIGITAL INVITE 120
Team Kit Solution - A very soft material developed for its 
adaptability to any type of fabric. Use one product to 
customise team kits. Applies to nylon, cotton, polyester 
and blended fabrics.

0.5 x 5m
0.5 x 25m

DIGITAL PATCH 3D
Impact Print - 750 micron vinyl with a soft skin like finish
that will give your designs a 3D effect. Applies to nylon, 
polyester, cotton and blended fabrics.

0.5 x 5m
0.5 x 20m

$125
$400

$85
$325

DIGITAL EXTRA PEARL GLOSS (Formerly Print Pearl)
Prestige Print - Create full colour transfers with a pearlescent
finish. A thin and stretchy vinyl that applies to nylon, lycra,
cotton, polyester and blended fabrics.

0.5 x 5m
0.5 x 25m

$95
$385
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